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Squad is a real-time, web-based collaborative code editor. Squad is built on the idea that working together     
produces better code and better products. The platform is ideal for solving coding challenges and sharing   
knowledge. It is a tool for experts as well as those learning to code. Squad works nicely for code review and pair   
programming techniques. 

Features of the platform include: 
Unlimited collaborators 
Syntax highlighting with multiple color modes and line numbering 
Chat with searchable history  
Activity log 
Browse remote FTP/SFTP locations 
Open and save local files 
Autosave 
Multiple files open simultaneously 
Multiple workspaces available without additional open browser tabs 
Easy invites – invitees do not need a Squad account to access a workspace 
Web-based and persistent – workspaces are available to you on any computer, even if you forget to sign out of 
an open location 
Real-time 
Browsers supported: Firefox (PC, Linux), Chrome (Mac, PC, Linux), Safari (PC, Mac), IE (PC w/ Chrome plugin) 
Languages supported: C, C++, CSS, HTML, Java, JavaScript, Lua, Markdown, Perl, PHP, Plain Text, Python, R,  
Ruby, Scheme, SparkQL and XML  

Additional features available to teams:  
Share remote FTP/SFTP locations 
Access and searchable team chat history (See where developers get stuck, and who is helping whom.) 
Team management capabilities – leaders can view and edit team members and file browser locations 
Supports teams sizes from 2-2000 
Optimized for large groups signed-in simultaneously 

Squad for Education: 
Squad has been integrated into university level computer science courses, supporting educators as they  
incorporate pair programming in the classroom – whether that is onsite or online. Squad for Education contains 
all of the features above plus additional customizable options including single sign on and subdomain availability. 

How we are different: 
The streamlined functions of Squad avoid the complexities found in typical integrated development environments 
and text editors. A light platform allows for a faster, more focused user experience. 

Pricing: Individual plan is $3.95/month, the team plan is $49.95/month with additional users (past the 5 included) 
are $8.00/month. Free 10-day trial available, no credit carded needed. The price of Squad for Education is     
determined by several factors; contact Hillary Elmore Cage to request a quote, Hillary@SquadEdit.com.  

Code Together, LLC. is the parent company behind Squad. The company is based out of SproutBox, a startup 
incubator located in Bloomington, Indiana. Follow @squadedit or visit https://squadedit.com and 
https://edu.squadedit.com/  for the most up-to-date company information. 


